The Science of Younful Aging of The Century

You Can Now Stays Younger Again From Inside Out! We use innovative cellular age management system from USA. Induiging world No.1 in Reverse-Aging using stem cell derived 240+ Growth Factors amazingly transform people looks fast! RESERVE™ fruit blend can make you felt years younger inside out and helps suppressed cancer, heart and diabetes diseases. You can join us now @ www.skinreborn.jeunesseglobal.com. Together we can helps transforms more life and reverse aging. Best, Steven Hp: 65-98659128
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The World Ultimate E-commerce Business

Introducing The World Ultimate E-commerce Business Model

Discovery and Joining the Smarts Business of 21st Century Now!

Recently we read many media reports about Internet world activities such as e-commerce development.

According to one world renowned and largest global advertising digital and communications groups, who did a survey, there are as much as 88% of online users in the survey have the habits of online purchase. In Singapore it is 94% out of 250 online users in that survey group have the same habits! There are 25% of worldwide online consumers use their smart phone to purchase online.

According to some other survey, In 2012, e-commerce sales grew 21.1% to top $1 trillion for the first time.

This year, sales will grow 18.3% to $1.298 trillion worldwide. Other has predicted Asia-Pacific will surpass North America to become the world’s No. 1 market for B2C (business to customers) e-commerce sales.

Looking at data from Forrester Research and iResearch for the two nations, Chinese netizens will collectively spend an estimated $296 billion in the whole of 2013, while US e-shoppers will spend $252 billion.

Study shows that China will set to be worth nearly $300 billion this year 2013 and surpasses the US to become the world’s top e-shopping market.

The world has changed. Social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and mobile Apps such as WhatsApp, WeChat & many others has become one of the biggest impacts in the business
world today. Social media helped the world see the true cost of the ruthless pursuit of profit and its impact on economies.

How ordinary people can capitalise & seize this mega trend?

It’s easy. Since you have already involves in the daily connectivity in using the social media, it make sense to get yourself involve in the e-business as well now without much effort. All people need is to ride on a readily set platform and starts sharing the good stuff or services that make you feel good.

In the foreseeable future, e-commerce will be considered the major tool of sale. As e-shopping is becoming more and more widespread, so the sales volume of online stores becomes much higher when compared to brick-and-mortar stores.

As far as the internet is evolving, e-commerce can now provide the average individual with the opportunity to start the “Ultimate Social Business” with minimum capital outlay and higher success rate.

What traits would characterize such a business?

Below are some of the traits that can characterize an e-business:

Ø A minimal investment with no office expense, paperwork, employees, bookkeeping or overhead - No Financial Risk

Ø Unlimited earning potential – Give you the chance to get paid 24hours/weekly, because internet doesn’t sleep.

Ø The Freedom to manage your own time - be your own boss.

Ø A proven, duplicable system for success that eliminates all of the guesswork - no experience or special skills are required.

Ø Enjoying all the tax advantages of running a home-base business.

Ø Tremendous support, sales tools, company-sponsored training and conference calls to help you succeed.

Ø AUTOMATION - In any business, Automation is the key to less demand on your time. The Ultimate E-commerce must be fully automated to provide you with time Freedom.

This is an industry that is tapping into the most dynamic demographic – Yes! More than 2 billion online populations daily and you can also leverage on the marketing trends in today’s marketplace such as many online social networking and mobile social media as mentioned above.

Are you looking for starting an e-business or anything like that?

If your answer is “Yes”. Good news! Jeunesse Global has the proven answers for the entire above requirement. Jeunesse is not the same old story of skin care and supplements. We are not the same old network model. Jeunesse is a global business that helps people reach their full potential in youthful looks, in healthy living, in embracing life.

Jeunesse combines breakthrough sciences in a product system that enhances youth by working at the cellular level. By focusing on the health, longevity, and renewal of cells, we help people enjoy vibrant, youthful results that last.
We have an “all done for you” unique automated E-commerce platform readily set up for people to just get plug-in and start the business straight away.

**Tina Hu Amazing Success Testimonial in Jeunesse**

Jeunesse Diamond Director Tina Hu, Age 63 now. Came to Singapore to share her success journey with us recently. She migrated to USA 11 years ago from China Szechuan Province to looks for a better life. She works herself through in many jobs as house keeper supervisor, restaurant waitress and customer servicing staff until one day she was introduced to Jeunesse by our Double Diamond Ms. Kim Hui less than 4 years ago.

She is computer illiterate at the time of joining; she was strongly against from doing the business due to her low education by her computer professional son who earning well six figure incomes in USA. Her determination to success is so strong that with a lot of hard works has make her dreams come true two years later as a millionaire.

According to her, what she earns in one month now is more than double of her son one year income! That is indeed a great breakthrough example for us to learn from her. If she can do it, many of us can do it too.

**Tina Hu & Steven Pang**

Photo taken with Diamond Director Tina Hu with Team in Jeunesse Singapore

Click [here](#) for more information of company